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A Day of Climate Action

By Midge Pierce
Greta Thunberg should take heart.
The planet’s children have issued a spectacular message that climate is a ticking
timebomb.
As schools emptied across the globe
on September 20 for a Day of Climate Action, a multi-generational, multicultural
Portland crowd estimated at more than
10,000 crossed the Hawthorne Bridge to
OMSI holding signs like There is No Planet B; Science, Not Silence; Act Like Your
House is on Fire; and Why Send us to
School If We Have No Future?

The clever signage, massive show of
activism and informational presentations
about living in harmony with nature were
the kind of education experience advocated by curriculum specialist Bill Bigelow.
A member of Portland Public Schools
Climate Justice Committee, the former
Franklin High teacher was nationally recognized recently in a Teen Vogue article in
which he championed weeding out textbooks that fail to acknowledge humancaused elements in the crisis.
Bigelow claims that an evaluation of
turn to page 23

Solve Volunteers Clean Up
By Larissa Gordon
From Astoria to Brookings, Baker
City to Medford, over 5,500 dedicated vol-

The District Office, at the corner of Stark and MLK

The District Office
By Jack Rubinger

unteers came out in full swing, Saturday,
September 21, to take care of Oregon as
part of the annual SOLVE Beach and Riverside Cleanup, sponsored by the Oregon
Lottery.
This year, an estimated 28,261
pounds of trash and marine debris were
collected from more than one hundred
and forty project sites including beaches,
parks, waterways, urban spaces and natural
areas across the state.
Beach cleanups took place along
the entire Oregon Coast, from Astoria to
Brookings, attracting thousands of visitors
and locals alike to aid in the fight against
marine debris. The most common items
found during the event were tiny plastic
pieces, cigarette butts, discarded fishing
rope, glass, and plastic bottles.
Portland’s Central Eastside’s Cleanup gave a new definition to “deep clean”
with ten divers (from Adventures with a
Purpose) diving into the Willamette River,
retrieving bikes, scooters and countless
skateboards. Recovered items were loaded
onto a barge and brought to shore, where
volunteers lined up to unload.
Volunteers in the Central Eastside
neighborhood cleaned litter and installed
placards on storm drains, reminding cititurn to page 23

The District Office, at the corner of
Stark and MLK, is one of Portland’s first
cross-laminated timber buildings; a new
and exciting innovation using decarbonized methods and materials, which significantly lowers the carbon footprint.
This type of timber lends itself to create high hopes for timber jobs and sustainable forestry.
Cross-laminated timber is a wood
panel product made from gluing layers of
solid-sawn lumber together. Each layer of
boards is usually oriented perpendicular to
adjacent layers and glued on the wide faces

of each board in a symmetric way so the
outer layers have the same orientation.
This building took about eighteen
months to build, and was entirely pre-fabricated off site. This increased the speed of
putting the building up. Because the bones
of the building are constructed of wood,
the interior is also beautiful and natural.
“This is a good template for developing the next round of commercial real
estate in SE Portland,” said Brad Nile,
Andersen Construction and District Office
builders.
At six stories, the building includes
five floors of new office space with
turn to page 23

SE Updates
By Midge Pierce
Population Counts Matter
The federal 2020 Census is coming.
It can determine whether Oregon gets another House seat or not.
It may come as a surprise that it will
mostly be conducted online. That will
make it more difficult to count rural Oregonians, those living on reservations and
those distrustful of Government. Special
efforts are underway to reach them.
The so-called Get Out the Vote Count

is part of Oregon’s Census Equity Focus of
Oregon that will supplement federal funding to reach some 1.3 million so-called hard
to contact individuals known as HTCs.
Partnering with United Way, a consulting group called Dancing Heart seeks
some 10,000 volunteers to work at assistance centers or help locate HTCs. Some
150,000 are in Multnomah County, comprised of non-English speakers, people of
color, Native Americans, single parents,
renters and the unhoused.
turn to page 22
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Cracks in Code Change Surface
By Midge Pierce

How beautiful the leaves grow old. How full of light and color
are their last days.

John Burroughs

The fate of the city’s Neighborhood Associations continues
to shift following Commissioner
Chloe Eudaly’s threats to Council colleagues for their refusal to
support a controversial code proposal.
The proposal would have
gutted Portland’s nationally recognized community engagement
system. NAs are funded by Coalitions under Eudaly’s Bureau
of Civic and Community Life
(OCCL aka Civic Life).
Calls for Eudaly’s ouster, or
at least reassignment to another
bureau, may prompt the propos-

al’s overhaul.
Outrage surged after Willamette Week’s publication of
Eudaly’s emails warning fellow
Commissioners she would damage their reputations if they failed
to back the change.
Since the backlash, Eudaly
indicated she would work with
colleagues on a code that looks
“very different than it does now.”
Positioned as a way to bring
under-represented groups to the
public influence table, the initial
draft released in July by Eudaly’s
committee omitted mention of
NAs, which are currently codeprotected groups eligible for
funding, landuse notifications and
fee waivers.
While the draft has been
modified to list NAs, code objections linger over its lack of procedures to ensure transparency,
nondiscrimination and fair organizational selection criteria.
NA leaders call the rewrite
an aspirational mission statement,
not a code.
Under Eudaly’s watch,
OCCL is riddled with charges
of hostility, miscommunication,
misrepresentations, divisiveness
and, above all, dismantling democratic practices.
Her extraordinary threats
to colleagues follow her charges
that NAs are enclaves of racist,
white, Colonial-style obstructionists, views frequently echoed by
her OCCL Director Suk Rhee.
At this writing, neither Eudaly nor Rhee had apologized for
breaking trust with their communities.
Letters and op-eds praise
the plan’s vision to expand the
pool of groups that receive funding and official City recognition.
Criticism rises from the proposal’s lack of accountable procedures.
Lack of operational structure is a key reason that two
members of the Code Change
Committee declined to endorse
the draft.
Their “Minority Report”
says the proposal largely ignored
a 2016 audit recommending
strengthening support of NAs and
helping their diversity outreach.
Co-authors Linda Nettekoven and Hilary Sundeleaf Mack-

enzie said the code severely limits
“the very goals of increased community engagement it set out to
expand.”
The authors caution that
OCCL is preparing to restructure
Coalition offices and funding
mechanisms.
They describe their committee experience as well-intentioned but highly flawed with
inadequate meeting minutes, no
acknowledgement of NA contributions to the City and no serious
attempt to alert NAs to the Committee’s work. Failure to inform
NAs of code change procedures
is a sore point with leaders who
see it as a pattern of OCCL abandoning its public service responsibilities.
As pushback mounts, so do
OCCL pitch meetings. At East
Portland Community Center last
month, Rhee blamed NA leaders,
all volunteers, for not deducing
that event notices are posted on
OCCL’s website.
Addressing how OCCL’s
changes will translate at other bureaus that currently inform NAs
about landuse, transportation, infrastructure and livability issues,
code project manager Sabrina
Wilson said multi-bureau meetings are a next step in the change
process.
Staffers spoke of concessions already made to the original
draft. In addition to now listing
the ninety-five neighborhoods,
they pledged that NAs will retain
current benefits and a phrase was
deleted that granted the Director
sole authority to select organizations for official recognition.
Concern remains about a
sunset clause that would allow
the City to cease NA recognition
after two years.
In an op-ed for The Oregonian, Rhee wrote that NAs would
be recognized “until more equitable systems are adopted.” Relying on current neighborhood networks “distorts the distribution of
influence,” she said.
Amid speculation that Coalitions could go unfunded in
2020, Rhee said budgets hinge
on the City’s long-term financial
obligations.
In response to fears that bidding processes would pit organiturn to page 19
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What do Neighborhood Associations do?
By David Krogh
Every part of the City of
Portland is included within a
neighborhood, and all of these
have Neighborhood Associations
(NAs) which residents and businesses can be involved with.
At latest count, there were
ninety-four recognized neighborhood associations and seven
neighborhood coalitions within
the City.
Because NAs are in the
news today due to actions proposed that may change their status, a short look at they do is in
order.
All residents in the City,
whether homeowners or residents, business owners and operators, are automatically members
of their NAs for their respective
area.
Many people don’t pay
much attention to their NA unless
something of concern is occurring within their locale or if there
is a neighborhood or business
event of interest to them.
Most NAs meet monthly
at locations within the area, usually at a school, church, or commercial business that has meeting
space. Meetings and events are
advertised usually at the neighborhood website or in newsletters
distributed within the area.
Officially, current City
Code 3.96 authorizes and defines
NAs, neighborhood coalitions

and business associations describing minimum standards and
functions for each.
For NAs, the primary functions identified are encouragement of public involvement;
providing recommendations to
City agencies on topics that affect them: livability, safety, and
economic viability regarding
land use matters, housing, transportation, social and recreational
services, etc.; to provide budget
comments as relate to neighborhood improvements; undertake
projects and activities in support
of the neighborhood, and cooperate with other NAs and the Office
of Community and Civic Life
(OCCL) in regards to operation
of district coalitions.
By complying with these
standards, neighborhoods would
be recognized by the City and
provided with support benefits.
It should be noted that the
OCCL is in the process of rewriting City Code 3.96 and eliminating the authorization and functions language.
Having served ten years on
my own NA board, here are some
real examples of what neighborhood associations do.
There is a working board of
generally ten people who are responsible for attending monthly
meetings and heading up committees and ongoing tasks.
Next, neighborhood volunteers serve on committees or help

with tasks.
Normal tasks include: review permit and other referrals
from the City for comment or action (such as liquor licenses, land
use actions, etc.); annual cleanups, picnics or national night
out events; fundraisers, meetings
with businesses regarding good
neighbor plans or issues involving neighborhood impacts; participation in training provided by
district coalitions; prepare and
distribute neighborhood newsletters, and more.
During my participation,
the City stopped doing individual
neighborhood plans so our NA
went ahead and prepared our
turn to page 19
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RIP Eyes Anti-displacement
By Midge Pierce

3200 SE Hawthorne 503.236.0921
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

www.rocksoftfuton.com

La Bamba

Mexican Restaurante & Cantina
Serving regional fare from:

Veracruz • Oaxaca • Yucatan • Puebla
Platillos de Mariscos (Seafood),Four moles served daily,
Cochinita Pibil, Calamari al Ajillo, Cactus Salad, kids meals

• Extensive gluten free and vegetarian dishes
• 220 different bottles of TEQUILA & MEZCAL
Serving lunch
to groups
by reservation.

“One of the four most authentic Mexican
restaurants and with reasonable prices,”
according to customers!

Open Tuesday – Sunday • 2 – 10 pm

4908 SE Powell

labambarestaurantes.com

Frida Kahlo art work

503.445.6341

Just as Portlanders were
getting used to the idea of three
and four-plexes in their single
family neighborhoods, a proposal
surfaced to allow six-plexes.
Locals leery of the Residential Infill Proposal (RIP), may reel
at the thought of additional densification. Yet a proposal by activists that would allow six-plexes if
half were affordable is under consideration at City Hall as a way to
address displacement.
The RIP draft has been in
the works for four years as a solution to the City’s housing crisis and the anticipated arrival of
some 240,000 new residents.
In response to concerns that
neighbors would be priced out
of neighborhoods if their homes
and apartments were demolished,
project planners are seeking ways
to minimize displacement.
In addition to considering
incentives for adding units to existing houses, the mayor’s office
is evaluating whether six units
would spur affordable development to help rehouse those forced
to move, according to Project
Manager Morgan Tracy.
At recent SE Uplift land
use meeting, Tracy seemed unsure whether the notion would
gain traction.  
The squeeze-more-in proposal comes on the heels of summer’s Legislation ending single
family zoning in cities statewide.

United Neighborhoods for Reform calls it a “luxe” housing bill
sponsored by multi-dwelling developers. The mandate beat Portland to the densification punch.
As planners spin multiplex
housing in residential neighborhoods, it’s hard to argue that
Portland needs affordable housing. Whether densification gets us
there is a source of debate.
Virtually the entire City,
affordable in 2000, is now beyond the reach of many today.
About half of Portland residents
are priced out of average rents of
$1400 for studios and one bedrooms.
Even a unit in a six-plex
could run $380K, surmised Tracy, price levels that might attract
builders but would still limit buyers.
Tracy steered focus to plan
revisions intended to lower outof-context housing heights, discourage McMansions, encourage
design features, eliminate minimum parking requirements and
add requirements for a percentage
of “visitable” units with wider
doorways and no-step entries.  
As developers look for
cheaper land to make the economics of construction pencil out,
he indicated East Portland, with
its large lots and lower costs, will
become attractive for redevelopment.
Montavilla,
BrentwoodDarlington and Lents, areas near
turn to page 19
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Neighborhood Notes
Montavilla

By Brad Donahue
With the signs of fall in the air it’s sort of like back to school for the Montavilla Neighborhood Association. In our case it happens that it’s time for our annual election of board directors, October 14 at 6:30
pm. MNA meets at the Montavilla United Methodist Church, 232 SE 80th Ave. There are currently at least
nine vacancies on the MNA board you can nominate yourself for.
Every nominated person will get a chance to talk about themselves and why they would like to be on
the Board. If you are elected, you could become Chairperson, or a treasurer, or a board member that helps
out and contributes ideas and resources.
If you are interested in being on the board or want more information about the election or the neighborhood association, go to montavillapdx.org. There’s a place (the button looks like = ) to enter your questions or comments and send them to us. We look forward to meeting you and talking with you.
A number of things come to mind when I think of the benefits of a NA. One of them is to meet new
people and share ideas. Another is to learn about ways that we can help each stay safe.
There are a number of issues around the community that are of concern to people, traffic safety being
one of them, dealing with and helping the homeless is another. There are any number of these things can be
put on the table and talked about. People can help out by being part of one of several committees; we have
a Safety Committee, a Land Use and planning committee, a homeless committee as well as a Communications committee.
Usually we reach out to community members of formal organizations to bring in presentations. Recently we had the Portland NET Portland Neighborhood Emergency Team present ideas of what to do in
extreme disasters, such as a major earthquake. In the past we have had candidates for different regional offices come talk about why they want to be elected.

HAND

By Jill Riebesehl
Actions this month reflect just two ways the Hosford-Abernethy neighborhood is often asked to lend
support. These are examples of how neighborhood associations intrinsically concern themselves with residents and the city as a whole.
Portland Fire & Rescue visited our September meeting, sounding the alarm about understaffing of the
station nearest us, No. 23. The station, at Gideon and SE 13 Place, is charged with eighteen neighborhoods
in SE Portland. Since June, it has had only a two-person per shift rescue medical unit which must answer
calls citywide. All other stations in the city are more fully-staffed, with downtown having the most.
Thus, if a HAND resident suffers cardiac arrest, an adequate rescue effort cannot be guaranteed. The
low staffing affects rescues for serious accidents and house fires. The latter requires a fire engine, which the
station has, but can’t use. To keep it in good working order and to operate requires four people. Without an
engine, water for fires is not accessible. The HAND board voted to encourage the city to budget for staffing
three persons to a shift at Station 23 and to invite other local neighborhoods to support our request.
On a completely different front, we voted to support two components of Better Housing by Design, a
comprehensive plan created by experts and volunteers to guide Portland as it moves into the future. One of
the goals is to preserve our history as we modernize for increasing population.
The plan goes to the City Council October 2. We agreed to lend our support for two ways to preserve
those multifamily unreinforced concrete masonry buildings in Ladd’s Addition with a historic designation,
most of which lie along busy corridors: (1) allowing transfer of height allowances to other projects to help
defray the cost of seismic upgrades and (2) supporting disallowing certain bonuses in the event a historic
structure is demolished as an incentive to rehab rather than rebuild.
Aside from these actions, conversations included alerting people to the Climate Strike; talking over
city plans to change City Code 3.96 to remove neighborhood associations from mention in the code; learning about a meeting initiated by HAND members with parents concerned about a Catholic Charities plan for
low-cost housing at St. Philip Neri; and learning about Oregon Rail Heritage Center’s intentions to install
the old turntable.
HAND meets Tuesdays most months at St. Philip Neri. All are welcome.

Sunnyside

By Colin Wonnacott
The Sunnyside Neighborhood Association is hosting a panel discussion to address challenges we face
as the city continues to change. Crisis and Conscience: Understanding and Responding to Portland’s Housing & Homelessness Emergency will be the main focus for our October Association Meeting.
It will be a directed panel discussion with a number of representatives from city agencies, community
organizations, and residents including officials from the Joint Office of Homelessness Services, Sunnyside
Environmental School, Rental Providers for Positive Change, and the Portland Police Department.
The panel’s goal is to discuss the causes and consequences of Portland’s now four-year long housing
crisis, present direct feedback from residents, and inform neighbors about organizations and initiatives responding to the crisis they can support and become involved with.
The panel will be held at Sunnyside Environmental School’s Auditorium, 3421 SE Salmon St., Thursday, October 10 at 7 pm. We invite everyone to join us for this important and informative discussion.
For information please visit sunnysideportland.org.
turn to page 21

I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will
forget what you did, but people will never
forget how you made them feel.
Maya Angelou

Portland’s Flooring
and Tile Experts
includes wool carpeting
wood flooring • tile • Marmoleum
LVT • installation
Success is the sum of small
efforts repeated day in

503.255.6775

| 14127 SE Stark Street, Portland

classiquefloors.com

and day out.
Robert Collier

OR CCB 223033 | WA CLASSFT825QA
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PTA advocating for children
The
National
Parent
Teacher Association (PTA) has
worked toward bettering the
lives of every child in education,
health and safety for more than
120 years.
Founded in 1897 as the
National Congress of Mothers
by Alice McLellan Birney
and Phoebe Apperson Hearst,
National PTA is a powerful voice
for all children, a relevant resource
for families and communities,
and a strong advocate for public
education.
As the largest volunteer
child advocacy organization in
the nation, they are the conscience
of the country for children
and youth issues and have
established programs and called
for legislation that improves
children’s lives, such as:
Creation of Kindergarten
Child labor laws

Public health service
Hot/healthy lunch
Juvenile justice system
Mandatory immunization
Arts in Education

Today, the issues that affect
our children extend beyond
their individual schools. PTA’s
nationwide network provides
parents with the forum and
tools to collectively influence
decisions that affect children at
their schools, and throughout
their districts, within their states,
and across the nation.
PTA’s mission is to make
every child’s potential a reality
by engaging and empowering
families and communities to
advocate for all children.
To find out how you can join
contact your local school or PTA.
org.

Biggest Used Book Sale
The Friends of the Multnomah County Library hold their annual
Fall Used Book Sale, Oregon’s biggest and best used book sale,
October 4-7 featuring 40,000 items at great prices.
Hardcover and quality trade paperbacks start at $2, mass market
paperbacks and children’s books at 50 cents and $1, CDs at $1, and
DVDs at $2. There are comic books, graphic novels, audio books,
LPs, video games, pamphlets, sheet music, and maps – all sorted and
in excellent condition. Proceeds of the sale benefit programs of the
Multnomah County Library.
It’s all at the Lloyd Center DoubleTree Hotel Exhibit Hall, 1000
NE Multnomah St. The event is easily accessible by TriMet/MAX.
Vouchers providing $3 parking in the on-site garage are available to
all attendees.
Friday, October 4, 6-9 pm, members only; Saturday, October
5, 9 am-9 pm; Sunday, October 6, opens 11 am, educators discount
day, 50% off with school ID; Monday, October 7, 9 am-3 pm, 50%
off everything. The weekend’s activities include Literary Trivia on
Saturday night from 6 pm-9 pm, featuring a no-host bar and prizes for
the winning teams.
In addition to general inventory, the Collector’s Corner on
Friday and Saturday offers a variety of unusual, scarce and surprising
finds, including signed and gift-quality books in a variety of genres,
ephemera, quality vintage vinyl records, DVDs, and affordable nonbook novelties. For Fall, the theme of Searching for the elusive… in
a book features a strong selection on Portland and Northwest, fiction,
children’s books, fantasy and sci-fi, and fascinating people and places.
For more information or to become a Friends of the Library
member, visit friends-library.org or call 503.224.9176.
Compassion Fatigue & The Art of Self-Care for
Healthcare AND Mental Health Professionals
Sunday, October 20, 3-5 pm, at People’s Coop, 3029 SE 21st Ave.
Make time for a professional check-up and gather in a supportive, interactive and relaxed environment to begin the conversation about the
demands of our work. In the workshop, you’ll learn about the impact
of compassion fatigue, gain self-awareness and recognize symptoms
to revive and restore yourself between sessions and lessen negative
effects on your well-being, both professionally and personally.
For more information:503.674.2642 info@peoples.coop

LWV ballot
measure forum
The November 5 special
election includes six measures on
Portland area ballots.
The measures include:
Continuing current tax levy for
Portland Public Schools; Bonds
for Metro parks and nature; City
charter changes protecting the
Bull Run watershed, and City
charter changes authorizing city
participation in emergency mutual aid agreements.
Learn about these measures
at the nonpartisan LWVPDX
voter forum, Monday, October
21, 6:30-8:30 pm, at Multnomah
County Boardroom, 501 SE
Hawthorne Blvd. Video recordings of the forum will be posted
on the League of Women Voters
of Portland website (lwvpdx.org)
on about October 23.
Explanations of all six measures, including one for Troutdale
and another for Sauvie Island,
will be on the League’s election
information website, Vote411.org
beginning on October 1.

Mt. Hood Trails
presentation
Come to the Holman Auditorium at the Mazama Mountaineering Center, 527 SE 43rd
Ave. at 7 pm Friday October 25
to enjoy learning about the past,
present, and future of the trails on
Mt. Hood with Tom Kloster and
Steve Kruger.
The evening will begin with
renowned Oregon nature photographer Tom Kloster giving us a
history of trails on Mt. Hood. His
presentation is richly illustrated
with photographs from his own
collection of historical photos, as
well as with his own work. Do
you know what the first trail was
on Mt. Hood, and how it came to
be? How did people get to the
trails, when there were no roads
leading up to Mt. Hood? Who
built trails, and why?
The second half of the
evening will focus on the current Mt. Hood trail system, how
it is—- and is not— maintained,
and what plans for future trails
are in the works. Steve Kruger,
executive director of Trailkeepers of Oregon, will be giving this
part of the presentation, bringing
us up to date on what needs to be
done for our current trails, which
ones we could lose, and proposed
trails we could help to build.
All of you who love to hike
and climb on Mt. Hood, could
qualify to become a Mazama,
Sponsored by the Conservation
Committee, this event is free,
with a suggested donation of $5
to the work of Trailkeepers of Oregon gladly accepted.

Proposed new license plate
Oregon Wildlife Foundation has launched the Watch for
Wildlife campaign to get Oregon’s next wildlife license plate
approved by Driver and Motor
Vehicle Services (DMV). Oregonians can show their support by
ordering one online at the address
below.
The plate features a mule
deer and the Cascade Mountain
Range and was conceived by the
Foundation and partners to raise
awareness about wildlife-vehicle
collisions on Oregon’s highways
and roads.
Mule deer are an iconic
western species whose numbers
are already in decline due to habitat loss, They are further imperiled as they cross busy Highway
97 in central Oregon during their
annual migration.
“Preventing animal collisions on roadways is important
to all Oregonians,” said Tim
Greseth, executive director of
the Oregon Wildlife Foundation.
“The Watch for Wildlife license
plate will help. We can reduce
collisions, reduce roadkill, and
improve habitat connections for
wildlife. It’s a win-win.”
The DMV’s process to establish a new specialty license
plate requires the plate sponsor to
sell 3,000 vouchers. The voucher
is redeemable for the plate once
the sale requirement has been met
and the plates are in production.
The $40 plate vouchers
are sold exclusively through the
Foundation’s website.

Go to bit.ly/2l99nSv for
more information and to make
your purchase.
So far, the Foundation has
sold more than three hundred
plate vouchers to people from
across the state and momentum is
building.
Once the plate is established, proceeds from its sale and
renewal go into the Foundation’s
Watch for Wildlife Fund, a dedicated source of funding for projects that improve wildlife passage
for all species throughout Oregon.
Funds will be awarded to
projects through the Foundation’s
established grant-making process.
Watch for Wildlife is not
specifically about protecting mule
deer, but the high rate of vehicle
collisions in central Oregon make
it a perfect example of a species
that needs safe passage options.
Examples of projects that
could be funded with Watch for
Wildlife license plate proceeds
include a wildlife underpass currently being constructed on Highway 97 near the town of Gilchrist
in central Oregon, and the Harborton Frog Shuttle, an all-volunteer effort that helps threatened
red-legged frogs migrate to and
from their wetland across busy
Highway 30 in NW Portland.
Oregon Wildlife Foundation
has been funding projects to conserve wildlife and improve access
to Oregon’s outdoors since 1981.
To learn more, go to myowf.org

Mann house subject for development
Innovative Housing, a non-profit that helps find affordable
housing for low-income families, submitted a proposal to convert the
historic Mann mansion in the Laurelhurst neighborhood into affordable
housing.
The home was originally built in 1910 and is on the National
Register of Historic Places. The property has sixty-one bedrooms,
thirty-nine bathrooms, a commercial kitchen and amenities like an
auditorium and exercise rooms. The Mann Home was Portland’s first
residential facility specifically designed for the elderly. It was initially
supported by pioneer developer and banker Henry Winslow Corbett
and Amanda Reed, whose estate established Reed College.
Families would be approved for this potential affordable housing
based on income as the city attempts to take on the growing housing
crisis.
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Hillary Rodham Clinton and Chelsea Clinton
in conversation with Cheryl Strayed
Saturday, October 19, 5 pm
Revolution Hall, 1300 SE Stark St.
“If history shows one thing, it’s that the world needs more gutsy
women.” — The Book of Gutsy Women
Join Hillary Rodham Clinton and Chelsea Clinton as they
celebrate the women who have inspired them throughout their lives.
The Book of Gutsy Women: Favorite Stories of Courage and Resilience
is the first book the two women have written together. They welcome
readers into a conversation that began when Chelsea was a little girl.
They will discuss the women throughout history who have had the
courage to stand up to the status quo, ask hard questions, and get the
job done.
Inspired by women whose tenacity blazed the trail, the two
global leaders lay out a vision for how these stories of persistence can
galvanize women and men, boys and girls around the world.
There’s Greta Thunberg, the sixteen-year-old climate activist
whose Asperger’s syndrome has shaped her advocacy; civil rights
activist Dorothy Height; LGBTQ trailblazer Edie Windsor and
swimmer Diana Nyad, who each kept pushing forward, no matter what.
Writers like Rachel Carson and Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,
historian Mary Beard, who used wit to open doors that were once
closed, and activists like Harriet Tubman and Malala Yousafzai, who
looked fear in the face and persevered. There are so many more.
This groundbreaking celebration of gutsiness is a call to action
–not just for women, but for everyone, especially now.
In the book, the authors write, “Ensuring the rights, opportunities,
and full participation of women and girls remains a big piece of
unfinished business of the twenty-first century. Finishing it is going
to take all of us standing shoulder to shoulder, across the generations,
across genders. This is not a moment for anyone to leave the fight, or
sit on the sidelines waiting for the perfect moment to join.”
The Clintons will be joined in conversation by Cheryl Strayed,
author of Wild and Tiny Beautiful Things.
Tickets are available at revolutionhall.com.

Goodbyes at SE Uplift
Molly Mayo is departing as
Executive Director of SE Uplift
Neighborhood Coalition. She has
been with the group since 2017
and has played a critical role in
the success and development of
the organization.
Mayo’s work at SE Uplift
has been deepening relationships
with community organizations
and neighborhood groups.
Under her guidance, SE Uplift has new tenants in the building and is able to provide meeting
space to many different organizations.
She also led the Board of
Directors through the process of
developing a new mission statement for SE Uplift that removes
exclusive language.
Fiscal Sponsorship Manager, Gaby Saldaña-Lopez and
Summer Intern, Lashawn McCarthy will also be leaving SE Uplift.
Saldaña-Lopez served as a
Community Engagement Liaison
and Fiscal Sponsorship Manager
for the past year. Under her management, SE Uplift re-opened the
Fiscal Sponsorship Program to
community groups and has accepted four new projects includ-

ing Portland United Against Hate
and Sankofa NW.
She represented SE Uplift
at community events and built
new partnerships with community members.
During the end of her tenure, she helped plan the Cultural
Exchange Market which brought
together vendors, community organizations, neighbors and stakeholders for a fun day of exploring different cultures, snacking,
shopping and playing games.
Lashawn McCarthy was
interning at SE Uplift during
the summer and has returned to
school at Warner Pacific University.
Danny Mankin will be serving as Interim Executive Director for the next several months
while the organization conducts
a search for the next Executive
Director.
The recruitment and hiring
process will be managed by a professional consulting firm.
If you have any questions
or concerns during this transition
process, contact danny@seuplift.
org.

Send your Community News announcements
to: examiner@seportland.news

Rummage Sale at Montavilla United Methodist Church , Friday and Saturday October 11 and 12, from
9 am-3 pm each day at 232 SE 80th Ave. Sponsored by the Montavilla United Methodist Women. A benefit
for ministries benefiting women, youth and children.
HOME PROJECTS WORKSHOP – Tuesday , Oct. 1, 6:30-8:30 pm , 2900 SE Stark St. Suite A. DIY
Weatherization Workshop – Saturday, Oct. 26, 10 am- 12 noon, SE Portland Tool Library, 1137 SE 20th
Ave. Portland Home Energy Score Workshop Tuesday, October 6-7:30 pm at CEP Office, 2900 SE Stark
St Ste A.
VIKING PANCAKE BREAKFAST SUNDAY OCTOBER 20 – A delicious all-you-can-eat meal with
Viking pancakes, scrambled eggs, sausage, fresh fruit, strawberry compote, lingonberries, orange juice and
coffee or tea served in the charming Bergen Dining Room at Norse Hall, 111 NE 11th Ave. from 8:30 am12:30 pm. Adults $8, Children ages 3-10 $4, Under age 3 are free. Parking is free. Best breakfast in town.
No Ivy Day – Portland Parks & Recreation invites you their annual No Ivy Day Saturday October 26.
Revel in the celebration of invasive plant removal and community participation in our treasure natural
areas. Join ivy removal work parties throughout Portland’s natural areas from 9 am-12 pm. Following the
work party a celebration will follow from 12-1:30 pm with refreshments and a chance to connect with other
community members. RSVP as a volunteer, site host or a donor.
Contact Mary Verrilli at 503.823.9423 or mary.verrilli@portlandoregon.gov to find a location near you.
Portland Sings! COMMUNITY SING-ALONG – A
casual, fun group-singing opportunity for anyone wanting more
singing in their life. Sunday, October 20 from 2-4 pm at Artichoke
Music, 2007 SE Powell Blvd. Sliding scale $8 - $15. For more
info PortlandSings.com.
Earthen Floors AND How to make them – Workshops in SE Portland October 26 and 27. Earthen floors are the
oldest type of flooring. Sukita Reay Crimmel, author of Earthen
Floors: A Modern Approach to an Ancient Practice, will teach you
how to use Claylin. For the Do It Yourselfers as well as contractors, this hands-on training offer the most comprehensive guide to
creating your floor. Earthen floors are unique in the way they look
and feel as well as how they are created and maintained. Sign up
and find out more. Contact Sukita at: mudgirl@sukita.com.

Recycling tips for October 2019

By Bonita Davis, Master
Recycler and SE Resident

Find yourself talking about
recycling at a dinner party, in line
at the grocery or just chatting
with friends on a regular basis? In
this city, it is not uncommon.
Recent media attention has
elevated the discussion to new
levels.
Media images of plastics
in our oceans, series and feature
articles in major newspapers and
magazines, plus new documentaries have brought attention to the
consequences of growing consumption and the changing markets for recyclable materials.
While we have the greatest
environmental impact by reducing and reusing what we consume, the physical evidence of
leftover containers, packaging,
and unwanted items in our lives
can spur us to try to find somewhere to put (responsibly) the
stuff we no longer want.
Recently, in a chance encounter, I met Julie, who is passionate about waste reduction.
Careful to reduce and reuse, Julie
still finds herself with lids, bottle
caps and random plastic in her
home, and it concerns her.
Many of us have probably
found ourselves wishing more
things we use could be recycled.
Julie has discovered the

company Terracycle, and is using
their mail-in recycling program
for her difficult-to-recycle bits of
plastics and select food wrappers,
and gladly spends about $134 annually to mail in her filled Zero
Waste Box.  
Formed as a company in
2001, Terracycle got their start
composting leftover food from
Princeton University, producing
a liquid fertilizer product called
Vermicompost.
Out of financial necessity,
the product was bottled and sold
in reused cola bottles and rejected
spray bottle tops, then marketed
as “waste in waste.”
Schools and non-profits collected the bottles and shared the
proceeds in what was dubbed the,
“Bottle Brigade.”
Over time, the company
partnered with large corporations
to sell their product, use their bottles, and assist companies in finding waste solutions.
Perhaps you have seen examples of their upcycled pencil
pouches and tote bags made from
stitched together juice pouches,
or fused together plastic bags
called “re-Totes.”
Later, the company began producing plastic pellets
from post-consumer plastics and
moved from manufacturing to licensing products.

In 2012, Teracycle partnered with tobacco companies
to create a collection and recycling system for the cellulose
acetate filters found in cigarette
butts. The filters are refined then
converted into shipping pallets,
benches and ashtrays.
Recently, recovered beach
plastics were successfully recycled into new shampoo bottles,
adding to their current list of over
two hundred products. Currently,
Teracycle collects some fifty difficult to recycle products, including packaging.
Portlanders have great options for curbside recycling, plus
options for recycling beyond the
curb at local businesses and fantastic non-profits that depend on
our reusable items.
The Find-a-Recycler tool
at oregonmetro.gov or the Metro
Recycling Hotline, 503.234.3000,
can help you locate those resources.
Take a few minutes and
check out terracycle.com to learn
more about their programs and
fundraising brigades.
For Julie, it is one more
thing she can do to minimize
waste after her efforts to reduce,
reuse and recycle locally.

25% off
your Custom Framing
purchase

or if you bring in 3 or more pieces
we’ll give you 30% off
Chauncey P. Gardner
looks forward to seeing you!

www.portlandpictureframe.com
check us out of facebook

May not be used on E-series Poster Package or Readymade frames.
May not be combined with other offers.
Coupon must accompany order.

2805 SE Holgate Blvd.
503.236.1400
Mon-Sat 10am to 5pm
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Celebrating 100 years in business
By Nancy Tannler
A hundred years ago, Walter
and Arnold Kuhnhausen opened
their first appliance business with
locations in both Portland and Seattle. They figured that since half
of all Americas had electricity,
people could afford the modern
appliances this technology supported. They sold vacuum cleaners and washing machines; every
housewives’ dream.
Eventually they decided on
just one location here in Portland
at 617 SW 3rd between Morrison
and Alder. By the time World War
II broke out, they knew that the
rationing of metals would be hard
on their business, so they added
furniture to the mix.
When they first started carrying furniture, it was all midcentury modern or colonial. Heywood Wakefield was a popular
mid-century modern brand at the
time, and is still sold today.
Being entrepreneurs as
they were, Walter, his son Ross
and Arnold looked to purchase a
bigger location and that space is
where Kuhnhausen’s is in operation today at 2640 E. Burnside.
Kuhnhausen’s sells mostly
furniture and lamps, but also
eclectic wall and decorative art,
and pillows.
One of the business’ pres-

Claire Stewart and Shelley Howard

ent day owners, Shelley Howard
(Kuhnhausen), recalls coming to
the store as a child with her dad
Ross to watch The Wizard of Oz
on a color TV, in the home appliance section.
“We didn’t have a color TV
yet, so we got to watch it here.”
All four of Ross’s kids spent
time at the store and were “hired”
to do the dusting.
His son Neal was the first
offspring to take to the business,
coming to work in 1968. Neal especially liked hanging out in the
back room with a guy named Leo
who taught him how to fix broken
appliances and everything else
that needed fixing.
After Leo retired, Kuhnhausen’s stopped carrying appliances
and became primarily a furniture store. Around the late 80s,
Jan Stewart (Kuhnhausen) came
to work, and often had her two
young daughters, Allison and
Claire, in tow.
By the time Shelley came
to work there in the 90s, the furniture line had become more traditional and gone were the colonial
and mid-century modern, until recently that is. Those classic pieces still adorn many homes today.
When Ross retired, his three
oldest children didn’t miss a beat
and took on management of the
store. Sadly, Neal passed away
in 2017, leaving the three-legged
stool wobbly until Claire, Jan’s
daughter stepped in to help.
Claire was employed for
awhile after college, but found a
teaching position she was educated to do. She eventually realized
that selecting and selling furniture was more to her liking – it’s
in her bloodline.
She has the perspective of
her generation to share in choosing furniture to sell along with
the impeccable taste her aunt and
mother already possess.
One of Kuhnhausen’s mantras is to offer “furniture that
fits.” They aren’t only referring to
available space, but making sure
a person is comfortable and that
furniture is what they really want.
“What I learned from my
grandpa Walter was to give peo-

ple the most information they
need to be comfortable about
making a decision,” Shelley said.
“My generation is shifting away from easily obtained
and disposable furniture to quality, long-lasting and locally-made
things,” Claire said.
Biltwell is one of their
most popular sofa manufacturers,
made here in Portland. Whittier is
another brand of furniture made
locally.
The showroom display vignettes are filled with sleek, chic,
mid-century modern and transitional furnishing and other accessories. The clean lines and fascinating designs are like a modern
incarnation of the Art Nouveau
era.
Claire’s favorite pieces are
of mixed material like the metal
and leather end-table/magazine
holder she was purchasing for
herself. “I live in a small space
and pieces like this really do fit.”
Kuhnhausen’s has a large selection of creative, beautiful and
practical pieces – a reflection of
abiding good taste.
Nowadays, Kuhnhausen’s
is owned by women. It’s a business; one Jan, Shelley and Claire
know well. They can offer knowledge, advice and years of cumulative expertise in helping you find
the right furniture for your home
and life.
Kuhnhausen’s
2640 E. Burnside St.
503.234.6638
kuhnhausensfurniture.com

A Biltwell chair
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Business Walkabout
Presents of Mind

By Nina Silberstein
Retail businesses come and
go, but Presents of Mind at SE
36th and Hawthorne has been a
stronghold in inner SE Portland,
surviving many changes in the
neighborhood. This month, the
store celebrates thirty years in
business.
Presents of Mind is a sole
proprietorship owned by Cinnamon Chaser.
The decision to open the
store in 1989 came about because,
“No one was offering independent, personally curated, one-stop
gift shopping,” said Seasons Kaz
Sparks, who currently runs the
shop.
“You had to go all over
town to pull together the best
options for cards, gifts and gift
wrap. Presents of Mind finally put
everything under one roof.”
Visitors find gifts of all
kinds in the store from trendy,
classic and humorous, to local,
exotic and even gourmet.
“We hand-select our gift
products, apparel, jewelry and accessories, as well as our cards and
giftwrap from independent local,
eco, fair-trade and artist lines, primarily in the Pacific Northwest, if
not from Portland,” she added.
She puts cards, jewelry and
apparel at the top of the list of the

most popular purchased items.
There is a varied selection of tshirts, toys, housewares, socks,
bath and body products, stickers
and books too.
“Hawthorne was a very different street when we opened thirty years ago,” Seasons explained.
“But we have always felt part of
the community.
“Being part of our neighbors’ births, deaths, birthdays,
graduations, etc., ties us to the
people in our neighborhood in a
unique way.”
The adult children of many
of the people who have shopped
in the store over the years are
now coming in with their kids, so
there’s something to be said about
meeting the gift needs of different

generations.
Presents of Mind has been
politically vocal, especially regarding human rights and equality.
“We have received unwavering support from the community and are proud to foster
efforts of inclusion, and to raise
funds and awareness for many local charities over the years,” she
added.
Presents of Mind, 3633 SE
Hawthorne Blvd., hosts its 30th
anniversary in-store celebration
October 4-6. See presentsofmind.
org or phone 503.230.7740.

Propaganda The Salon
By Nancy Tannler
When Scott Kane, owner of
Propaganda the Salon, was a student at Catholic School in New
York City, his parents were often
called to make sure he got his
haircut so that it didn’t touch his
ears; that was against the rules. “I
remember really enjoying getting
it cut, especially when I went to
one of the nicer salons.”
After high school, he realized his manual labor job working for Manpower in Florida was
not the career path for him. Looking for something inside with air
conditioning, maybe some cool
clothes and creative, Scott remembered his early experiences
at the salon and thought that
might be a job that suited him.
Obviously it did, as Propaganda
is celebrating twenty-five years in
business.
The road to this point in
time came partly from finding the
creative hair stylists and having
the talent to learn from them. In
the 80s he made his way to Los
Angeles and attended the Vidal
Sassoon School. Sassoon was
a British-American hairstylist,
businessman, and philanthropist
who had come to LA in the seventies and developed a reputation
for his innovative cuts, creating
the classic bob.
Scott had the good fortune
to have Ian Givat and Gordon
Nelson, famous British hair stylists and teachers, as mentors
during this time. They too, were
peers of Sassoon.

Scott Kane

Scott learned from the best
and eventually became a teacher
himself, spending a lot of time
traveling. After one three week
stint, he came home to his baby
daughter Chandler, and realized
he was missing too much by being on the road all the time. Since
her grandparents already lived

here in Portland, the family decided to move here.
“What I liked about Portland after living in LA was the
“disheveled elegance” of the
people. I noticed people wearing
Birkenstocks with socks and it
seemed okay.”
turn to page 12
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in SE Portland
Little Beast Brewing
By Nina Silberstein

At a time when they were
making beer and selling it to beer
bars, bottle shops and some grocery stores, Little Beast Brewing founders Charles Porter and
Brenda Crow didn’t have a place
where people could try the beers
they made all at once.
It was always their desire to
have a pub, so when the space on
SE 34th and Division opened up,
their dream of a taproom became
a reality in the spring of 2018.
Little Beast crafts wild,
wood-aged and blended beers
with diverse cultures – think
Saccharomyces, Brettanomyces,
Lactobacillus and wild flora.
These are farmhouse-style
beers that have their roots in
Belgian traditions and brewed
to showcase a complex mix of
yeasts and bacteria.
They also have a popular fruit beer series. Little Beast
works with local farmers from
around Oregon who add their
fruit to beers that age for months,
and even years in their barrels
and tanks.
In addition, they brew and
serve IPAs, Pilsners and many
other styles, but are known for
their mixed-culture farmhouse
ales.
Charles grew up in the Midwest and spent a lot of time foraging, experimenting and cook-

ing with ingredients he had scavenged. In college, he studied field
biology, which has had a huge
influence on his brewing career
and his interest in fermentation
science.
He started brewing professionally his last year of school
and began experimenting with
wild yeasts and cultures. It started
with breadmaking, but when he
moved to Hood River in 2003 to
brew for Full Sail, he started a
home brew club and began using
wild cultures in beer.
He left Full Sail in 2007
and was head brewer at Logsdon Farmhouse Ales, where he
became famous for making beer
with Brettanomyces and seasonal
fruits. In 2015, Charles left to
start up Little Beast with Brenda.
Brenda is a Portland native,
culinary arts graduate and expert
in the business of specialty food,

especially in cheeses and charcuterie.
Working alongside and promoting farmers, fishermen, and
makers, she has passionately followed her belief that great food is
the essence of a good life.
Brenda works to make sure
that the Little Beast’s beer garden
offers year-round warmth and
comfort, and the crafts of beer
making and scratch cooking with
good ingredients are prominent
and in all of their endeavors.
The pub on Division is
small, so brewing does not take
place on-site. The brewery is located in Clackamas, on Highway
212, but it’s not open to the public.
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3412 SE Division St.
503.208.2723
littlebeastbrewing.com

Looptworks
Time for a change?

By Nina Silberstein

CEO and founder Scott
Hamlin witnessed first-hand how
much excess material the global
footwear and apparel industry
was producing and sending to
landfills while he worked at companies such as Adidas, Jockey
International and Royal Robbins.
In an effort to increase
transparency of a broken system
and upcycle excess material into
new products, Looptworks was
born.
The company calls itself
Looptworks because it is working toward closed loop solutions;
a retail model that produces no
waste and conserves resources
by avoiding the creation of virgin
materials.
“That moves consumer behavior toward the purchase of
quality, long-lasting products,”
explained Clare Healy, Director
of Digital & Brand Marketing.
Materials that Looptworks
upcycles can come from a multitude of places but often fall into
two categories: pre and post-consumer waste.
“Pre-consumer waste is
excess scrap material from the
production line of goods,” Healy
said. “These are the perfectly
good textiles that simply don’t
make the cut, literally.”
Then there is post-consum-

Fall

in love with
Outstanding Brokers Wanted!
Confidential inquiries welcome
info@inhabitportland.com

er excess, which could be, for example, a jacket or bag no longer
wanted or a basketball jersey that
didn’t sell because the player was
traded to a new team.
Healy said the company
takes in materials from all different aspects of an industry and
creates a variety of new products.
It has clutch purses made
from excess leather from the
belt industry; waist packs that
are born from upcycled NBA
jerseys, and messenger bags and
wallets made entirely out of staff
uniforms and leather airplane
seats from Delta Airlines.
“We truly believe that the
majority of textiles that end up
in the landfill can be repurposed
and given new life if they are put
in the right hands,” she noted.
“So, innovation and flexibility
guide our design and production

practices company-wide.”
Looptworks customers are
as diverse as its material and
product offerings. They span the
spectrum from travel enthusiasts
and NBA fans, to music lovers.
Geographically speaking,
customers come from here in
Portland and as far away as Sydney, Australia.
“Regardless of product
preferences and varying interest,
they’re all rooting for protection of our home planet,” Healy
added, “through their lifestyle
choices, purchases and beyond.
And they are at the core of everything we do.”
Many of Looptworks’ products are made in the US (including the Portland area), while
others are made overseas. It depends on where the excess mateturn to page 12
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Congestion Pricing and Congestion
By David Krogh

Portland area interstate
highways, feeder streets, and
even City streets have become
more and more congested in recent years.
That suggests two very different, yet interrelated areas of
discussion.
The first is how to alleviate
heavy congestion on I-205, I-405
and I-84. This heavy traffic is putting Portland into the top twenty
in the country of worst commutes
and time lost in commuting on an
annual basis.
The second is how to alleviate congestion on streets within
the City and those that feed the
interstate highways.
Increased urbanization con-

centrates density. Since people
still need to navigate within a
given area, planners and politicians are obligated to facilitate
this transportation.
Since construction of new
interstate highway lanes is often
not a reasonable option, and because of a myriad of considerations including land purchases,
existing development, funding,
and emissions, one alternative
is to provide congestion pricing
(also called value pricing).
According to the Federal
Highway Commission, congestion pricing is essentially a toll or
fee applied to traffic to encourage
drivers to either use other transportation modes or travel during
off-peak hours. The money raised
can be used for transportation or
other projects.
Several types of pricing

strategies exist. The more common are variable priced lanes
(express lanes with varying tolls
based on time of day), variable
tolls on entire roadways (on all
lanes), cordon charges (to drive
within a certain area within a
city), and area-wide charges (per
mile charges on all roads within a
congested area).
Seattle has been experimenting with congestion pricing
for several years now on portions
of I-405 and State Highway 167
with mixed results.
However, Seattle has decided to now look into congestion
pricing for highways leading into
Downtown while putting highway and transit improvements
into place.
New York is looking at
implementing congestion pricing
into Manhattan to ease congestion
and fund mass transit improvements. Existing systems in London, Stockholm and Singapore
are being examined as models.
In London, congestion
pricing has resulted in a drop in
daytime traffic congestion by as
much as forty-four percent.
Congestion pricing can be
costly too, especially to low income workers, unless reductions
are in place or lower cost public
transit is provided.
Since the advent of congestion pricing, London has seen an
increase in gentrification and an
accompanying increase in housing prices implying reductions

in congestion may create other
costs.
Portland has been looking
into congestion pricing too for
portions of I-84 and I-5.
The Sightline Institute recommended congestion pricing
instead of the proposed highway
lane expansions near the Rose
Quarter as other studies have indicated the potential for increased
traffic use can be caused by lane
expansions.
City Observatory has gone
beyond just the connection of
I-84 and I-5 and recommends
congestion pricing be implemented along the entire length of I-5
within the City.
ODOT at this time, is planning on providing lane enhancements discussed previously, and
is also looking into the concept of
congestion pricing.
The City of Portland and
Metro are both creating task forces to look into congestion pricing
or street access fee establishment
throughout the entire area.
Cascade Policy Institute
(CPI) recently published a discussion of congestion pricing
and impacts for citizens, favoring
congestion pricing for highways
with the stipulation that monies
received are used for transportation purposes and not for other
funds.
This has happened before in
Portland with street maintenance
funds being used for other purposes. Cascade seems to be the
only organization attempting to
bring attention to the issue of local and feeder street congestion.
Dr. Eric Fruits of the Cascade Policy Institute says, “While
Portland-area policy makers give
lip service to reducing congestion, the transportation policies

they’ve put in place can only be
described as congestion by design.
“‘Road diets’ such as lane
reductions have choked off major
arterials and sent drivers scurrying through sidestreets. Reduced
speed limits have slowed traffic
to a crawl in many areas. Speed
bumps seem to be popping up
faster than dandelions in spring.”
Problematic Portland transportation projects are very evident as well.
Examples in SE Portland include: Foster Road’s Vision Zero
project; increased congestion at
the intersections of SE 50th and
Division and SE 50th and Hawthorne due to the closure of SE
Lincoln to east/west traffic; and
increased congestion at the intersection at SE 92nd and Foster Rd,
Retired traffic analyst Bret
Keeler told The Southeast Examiner that instead of taking steps
to provide for better traffic flows,
Portland’s Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) tends to avoid the
issue of traffic congestion by promoting transit or bicycle use instead of cars.
“Effective traffic circulation
management and the promotion
of transit use are both necessary
to deal with local street congestion,” said Keeler.
City Commissioner Chloe
Eudaly (who oversees Portland
transportation bureau) recently
said, “The city must take bold
steps to try and get people out of
their cars.”
CPI’s Dr. Fruits has indicated, “Politics has a way of turning
good ideas into bad policies. It’s
very likely Portland-area politics
will turn the good theory of congestion pricing into the bad practice of punishing drivers.”

Walkabout - Propaganda
from page 10

The name Propaganda
means to have a strong influence
on and this what they do. “Hair
is one of those non-verbal communications that expresses something,” Scott said. That’s why it is
important and can make the day
go good.
After twenty-five years,
Propaganda’s been able to adapt
to change and challenges, continue to produce outstanding
work and retain an appreciation
for their customers. Some of their
hairstyles have been seen nationally and internationally in print,
on television, in movies and on
celebrities. “We have some of the
most talented hair stylists in the
industry.”
The advent of the light
weight easy to use blow dryer

created the “wash and wear” hair
cut that Scott favors.
“I like to work with the natural texture and life of the hair.”
Of course, there is always
someone in the salon capable of a
more elaborate do if needed.
When asked what hair style
we can anticipate for the future,
he just happened to have cuts
he showed me on his phone. He
noted they were reminiscent of
the eighties, longer in the back,
shorter in the front, and perms.
Are you ready for the change?
Propaganda: The Salon
821 SE 34th Ave.
503.231.7646
propagandathesalon.com
For more information or to
book an appointment go to: propagandathesalon.com

Walkabout - Looptworks
from page 11

rials used are sourced to make the
product at hand.
“Since the core of our business is to minimize environmental
impact, we manufacture products
as close as possible to where the
materials actually come from.”
Looptworks currently employs roughly twenty people in its
Portland office and it’s growing.
In terms of long-term goals
of the company, there are many:
to be a global force for good, con-

tinue expanding internationally,
grow the brand, bridge the world
to the circular economy and reduce the environmental footprint
of this industry and beyond.
“If you ask Scott,” Healy
said, “to have no waste on this
planet so we can all just go surfing.”
Looptworks
2410 SE 11th Ave.
503.972.0168
866.371.4247
looptworks.com
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arts & performance

Bill Staines, Radim Zenkl
at PFS concerts

Radim Zenkl

Portland FolkSong Society
next two shows coming up
are for discerning listeners
of fine acoustic music and
songwriting.
Both shows are presented at the Reedwood
Friends Church, 2901
SE Steele St.
Friday,
October
11, Bill Staines Returns
to Portland Troubadour
Bill Staines’ songs are instantly recognizeable and
gleaned from some twentysix acclaimed albums over
his five decade career.

Staines’ lyrics tell timeless stories
and portray a slice of America reflecting his feelings for the
cowboy, Alaskan adventurers, long haul truckers, fishermen and the everyday worker. His indelible melodies linger
long after a concert and his reputation as a gifted songwriter
and performer have gained him international recognition.
You’ll be surprised how many of his songs you remember
even if you’ve never heard him before.
Friday, November 1 – Radim Zenkl Mandolinist Zenkl
has pioneered a playing style in which his single mandolin
sounds like two. He plays his native Czech music along with
bluegrass, classical, jazz, pop and standard American fiddle
tunes. Named US Mandolin Champion in 1992, he is on
the cutting edge of the mandolin’s future and has recorded
eight CDs.
Both shows begin at 7:30 pm (doors at 7). Tickets are
$21 GA $18 PFS members $10.50 ages 12-18. Under 12 attend free. At the door: $25 GA $22 PFS members $12 ages
12-18 available online at portlandfolkmusic.org.

Short takes
...arts news of note

BRAZIL
Sail2Change and The Clinton
Street Theater team up to screen
Terry Gilliam’s cult classic Brazil, a film
on many greatest-of-all-time movie
lists. Bring your viewing pleasure and
friends and see it Monday October
14, at 7 pm, just in time to raise the
hair on your head for the Halloween
season. The showing is free with a donation to Sail2Change.
The film is Terry Gilliam’s colorful satire about an overly bureaucratic totalitarian government. It was
originally titled 1984 1/2 with a nod
to Orwell’s book and Fellini’s 8 1/2),
in which everyman Sam Lowry tries
to find a woman who appears in his
dreams while working a mind-numbing job.
It’s set in a dystopian world
with an over-reliance on poorly maintained, whimsical machines and Gilliam has said it depicts “the craziness
of our awkwardly-ordered society
and the desire to escape it through
whatever means possible.”
Nominated for Best Original
Screenplay and Best Art Direction, the
big screen is the Best Place to see it.
Sail2Change is a local nonprofit who provides tools through alternative outdoor education serving high
school-aged youth in Portland and the
surrounding areas. Sail2Change.org

MICHAEL HURLEY AND THE CROAKERS play every third
Friday at Laurelthirst Pub’s happy hour from 6-8 pm. Hurley is a true
original and his songs, guitar playing and psychedelic soul yodel are
legendary life experiences not to be missed. His drawings, paintings and
lifeart are exceptional too. See snockonews.net for a real treat.
ANCESTRAL CONNECTIONS – A mixed media show celebrating
Portland’s African diaspora, October 4-29 curated by Bobby Fouther
at Multnomah Arts Center Gallery, 7688 SW Capitol Hwy. Opening
reception is First Friday, October 4 at 7 pm. Ten featured artists are:
Mufu Ahmed, sculptures and quilts; Blaque Butterfly, spoken word;
Fouther, mixed media; Ruth Gourdine, paintings; Eldon Jones III,
paintings; Chris McMurry, paintings and photographs; Saan Patterson,
paintings; Alice Price, paintings; Jamaali Roberts, collage and Hobbs
Waters, paintings. Information at MultnomahArtsCenter.org. Portland
MORE DEVOTEDLY – The director of the Portland Jazz Composers
Ensemble, Douglas Detrick leads his band in two sets of music at PJCE
Records showcase Sunday, October 6 at The 1905, 830 N Shaver St.,
at 7 and 8:30 pm. More Devotedly is both the name of the band and
the podcast hosted by Detrick, and both share stories of artists whose
work addresses urgent issues in our democracy. Like going to a party
with Pete Seeger, Duke Ellington, Ornette Coleman, and Studs Terkel
all in attendance, the concept is a cultural and political discussion
set to music, with songs, interview snippets and a hybrid of old-time
folk, jazz, and electronic music played by Detrick on banjo, trumpet
and voice; Joe Kye on violin, electronics and voice; Mike Gamble on
guitar, and Chris Johnedis on drums. $5 at the door.
RAISE YOUR PEN is Write Around Portland’s annual party with a
purpose and 20th anniversary celebration, Friday, October 11, Vitalidad
Movement Arts and Event Center, 116 SE Yamhill St. 6 pm-9:30 pm.
Meet featured writers including stories of three writers from WAP’s
ten-year partnership with the Hope Partnership at MacLaren Youth
Correctional Facility. Meet WAP founders too. Tickets include local
eats by As Good As It Gets Catering and complementary wine from
Oregon’s finest growers. Tickets are $75, $130 Supporter Admission.
Includes VIP seating + two mixed drink tickets.
ECLIPSED BY PATRICIA BURKE BROGAN continues through
October 13 at New Expressive Works, 810 SE Belmont St. A group
of unwed Irish mothers struggle, resist, and strive to overcome
the conditions in a Magdalene Laundry. The play is based on true
accounts and written by an ex-nun who worked there, ASL Interpreted
Performance is Saturday, October 5. See corribtheatre.org.
COMPLEX, written by Dominic Finocchiaro and directed by
Connery MacRae has its the world premiere at Theatre Vertigo. It’s a
dark comedy about modern living and mass murder. When apartment
complex residents start turning up dead in ever more gruesome ways,
it’s left to tenant Todd to sort out the mess and stop the bleeding.
Be forewarned: Complex contains strong language, blood, guts and
adult content. Presented at Shoebox Theatre, 2110 SE 10th Ave.
Thursdays-Sundays through October 26 at 7:30 pm. Tickets $25-$10
at theatrevertigo.org. $5 Arts for All tickets available at the door only.
TOM MAY AND FRIENDS celebrate good times at the Horse Brass
Pub for its 43rd anniversary, Sunday, October 27, 5 pm-8:30 pm. It is
May’s 37th year at this venerable epicenter of the Northwest microbrew revolution; an English pub founded by the much loved Don
Younger who passed away in 2011. May will be joined by Peter Yeates,
Donny Wright, Rich Gillette, Terry Prohaska, Matt Snook and a few
surprise guests. No cover. 21 and over.

Selected works by

Adrienne Stacey and Larry Olson
on display through October
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WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO

Bright and talented individuals like
Dr. Kristina Young. She and her team of
undeterred researchers at Providence
Cancer Institute are giving it their all
through clinical trials and progressive,
new treatments like immunotherapy.
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radiation oncologist, wife, mom, boxer.
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At Your Service

danbollard@yahoo.com

Tom Leach Roofing
45 years roofing
your neighborhood.

503-238-0303
TomLeachRoofing@Comcast.net

PLUMBING

PETER’S

Your Southeast Neighborhood
Plumber—Peter Blyt
CCB License #189017

New construction plumbing,
service, repiping & repair

c.503.853.2535
Peter@petersplumbing.com
www.petersplumbing.com

CCB# 42219
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SE Uplift Opinions Split on Code Change
from page 2

zations against each other, Rhee
said “no-bid contracts of the last
forty-five years” must stop. Regarding open meeting rules, she
said “If NA’s like open meetings
they can continue,” adding that
going after violators was not a
good use of OCCL’s time.
Asked how new groups
would be held accountable, she
deflected that inclusivity is the
measure of success.
As neighbors pushed for
clarity and to preserve their positions of influence, a Mt. ScottArletta resident said, “Don’t push
out the citizens who built this
City.”
SE Uplift (SEUL) has yet
to take a position on the Civic
Life Code Change. Opinions
were split at a September board
meeting. SEUL is SE liaison with
Civic Life.
The code conversation,
jammed into the meeting’s last
thirty minutes, launched with
past chair Terry Milton-Dublinski
praising the “amazing job” recently resigned SEUL Director
Molly Mayo did setting the coalition up for the code change and
future bidding for funds.
During Mayo’s three-year

tenure she diversified the Board’s
neighborhood representation by
adding at-large members and special interest groups.
Before her departure, she
issued a newsletter heavy with
support for the Code Change, ostensibly setting herself up for a
position at OCCL.
Milton-Dublinski’s remarks
were followed by a BrentwoodDarlington resident’s call for an
ethics investigation of Eudaly.
Sam Noble of Mt. Tabor
questioned the efficacy of taking
adversarial positions since SEUL
gets its money from OCCL.
From the back of the room
came an expletive, followed by
remarks by an at-large member
about privileged white dominance.
“People with absolute
power are arguing about absolute
power,” he said, adding they don’t
want their rights taken away.
“What about those of us
who haven’t had rights? Marginalized people get tired of these
conversations. There’s a whole
world happening outside of
NAs.”
Staff jumped in with reminders that the new code should
have an equity matrix. They claim

that only 3-5% of Portlanders are
engaged in NAs, leaving 97% involved in other “avenues.”
The statements left a first
time attendee stunned by what
she perceived as staff’s anti-NA
sentiment.
Richmond’s Allen Field
spoke of the 2016 Audit’s goal
to add groups to the participatory
mix, not dismantle the system. He
said OCCL disregarded an earlier
Community Connect process that
provided an effective roadmap
for adding diversity.
South Tabor’s Pete Forsyth
cited the code committee’s sincerity, but reminded SEUL that
the lack of code guidelines could
be a recipe for corruption.
Throughout the City, code
critics admit NAs may not be perfect, but stress they are the best
tool for civic interaction given
Portland’s at-large Commission
form of government.
Leaders say the all-volunteer NA system cannot force
groups to engage. “You have to
show up to participate,” said an
observer.
Added another, “Complaining that neighborhood associations don’t represent you is like
complaining about democracy
when you don’t vote.”
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Dissonance on Code Change
Commissioner Eudaly’s bullying and tantrums became legendary this summer when she stormed out of
a neighborhood-sponsored art show after disparaging
neighbors as barriers to change.
At a City Council meeting, she curtly dismissed
longtime SE activist Mary Ann Schwab’s objections to
losing neighborhood voices in Code Change 3.96.
After a neighborhood meeting, Eudaly’s policy
director was apparently not admonished for texting that
neighborhoods should be put in their place because they
had too much power and privilege.
The situation came to a head when Eudaly threatened Commissioners if they did not back her attempts to
scuttle the existing Neighborhood Association public engagement system.
Her attacks on Commissioner Amanda Fritz were
particularly pointed. Eudaly declared OCCL was mismanaged when Fritz ran the bureau under the moniker
The Office of Neighborhood Involvement, aka ONI.
Eudaly cited ONI’s forty-five years of “inequitable
investment in civic engagement”, a reference to Portland’s funding of Coalitions that provide financial support to NAs.
She implied Fritz delivered the first blow by offering code remedies Eudaly found “insulting.”
In her email, she told Commissioners that it could
get “uglier” if they didn’t uphold her agenda.
“I have barely begun to rally support,” Eudaly continued. “You may have noticed I’m really good at rallying
support.”
The threats were followed by a somewhat conciliatory Facebook post and hints that more code change adjustments would be forthcoming.

What do NAs do? 3
from page 3

own plan, which the City subse-

quently acknowledged.
This association advocated for the City to design a
pocket park for a portion of the
neighborhood that was park
deficient. The City agreed and
had the park design made even
though it took years for the park
to actually be developed.
NAs are only as good as
City Hall, coalitions, and the
neighbors allow them to be.
Our neighborhood asso-

ciation had lots of volunteers
as long as major activities were
in progress, but attendance
dropped substantially during
lolls.
At times like that, it has
happened that groups with special interests have “taken over”
neighborhood boards by simply
showing up en masse at board
election meetings.
NAs are an essential rung
in the ladder of citizen involvement and can be successful (or
not) depending upon what the
City allows and provides for.
They provide a useful function

as a watchdog for City actions
that are questionable or problematic.
For many residents, the
NA is an easier avenue for access to City policy-making than
to contact a City Hall phone
tree.
After all, as the Knight
Foundation Blog states: “strong
Neighborhood Associations are
key to successful community
engagement.”
The next question is: who
is there to advocate for the
neighborhood if there were no
Neighborhood Associations?

Insuring your
life helps
protect their
future.

Infill Heading East
from page 4

I-205, are likely to be most impacted.
Critics call Infill another
name for gentrification. Still,
Tracy thinks demolitions have tapered off.
“The low hanging fruit has
been plucked,” he said, adding
that only sixty demolitions are
anticipated in the SE areas.
After listening to the Tracy
presentation, a wary Lents resident bemoaned her neighborhood’s lack of a grocery store,
library and schools: “We’re
screwed over once again.”
Determined to Infill, Portland has yet to address the envi-

ronmental impact of construction. Tearing down houses wastes
embedded energy and rips out
tree canopies that reduce global
warming.
Construction traffic has become a major source of pollution.
Issues of growing congestion and
failing infrastructures go unresolved.
Despite a robust economy,
city government seems to operate in the red, cutting budgets
and closing beloved programs. It
seems incapable of making a dent
in the homeless crisis.
A companion project called
Better Housing by Design, which
aims to add density to mixed
use (formerly called commercial
zones), has its own anti-displace-

ment measures.
Its inclusionary housing
program based on building size,
requires a specified percentage
of affordable units and it allows
affordability transfer credits to
other buildings.
A City initiative giving priority to families and individuals
displaced by gentrification has
been launched to help residents
return to their old neighborhoods.
Recent, less restrictive (and highly contentious) tenant polices and
relocation fees are also intended
to reduce displacement.

The RIP draft is available
for review: portlandoregon.gov.
bbs/67730

Locke Insurance Agcy Inc
Mariko Locke ChFC, Agent
5048A SE Hawthorne Blvd
Portland, OR 97215
Bus: 503-232-2444

It can also provide for today.
I’ll show you how a life
insurance policy with living
benefits can help your family
with both long-term and
short-term needs.
GET TO A BETTER STATE.
CALL ME TODAY.
®

State Farm Life Insurance Company (Not licensed in MA, NY or WI)
State Farm Life and Accident Assurance Company (Licensed in NY and WI)
Bloomington, IL
1203087.1
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WW

Wellness Word

Editor's note: Wellness Word is an informational column which is not meant to replace a healthcare
professional's diagnosis, treatment or medication.

Chinese Medicine’s perspective on the changing season
Chinese Medicine reflects
on the seasonal elements in nature
to make sense of the changing
needs of our bodies. Seasonal
changes affect all aspects of our
physical, mental and emotional
health.
The shift from summer
brings us from the earth element
towards the metal element of
autumn. In harvesting summer’s
bounty, early fall has both a real
and metaphorical need to separate
the wheat from the chaff. As we
begin letting go of what is no
longer need, we must discern
what is important.
We are not unlike the greater
cosmic energy, which drops from
its summer heights, contracting
inward toward the earth’s core for
the fall.
This brings up issues of our
own letting go, rooting in, and
remembering core values. In this
process themes include resources,
inner-authority and self-worth.
The emotion associated
with the metal element is sadness.
Respiratory disorders such as
asthma and bronchitis as well
as gastrointestinal disorders like
irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)
or constipation can manifest
when we habitually hold onto our
emotions. Sadness seems natural
in the time of year when nature’s
own life force seems to diminish.
Letting go is the way to

move forward. Sinking into what
is most vital provides humankind
a lesson in staying in balance. By
releasing the excesses and forging
more strength for protection, we
mimic metal energetics.
Metal is forged into objects
that are used in protection, such as
a gate or a shield. A metal sword,
or ax can also sever or release
something. Blades are tools
of both protection and release.
Locks and keys, or wedding rings
are valued items that perform
some service of protection.
Organs corresponding to
metal are the lungs and large
intestine. These organs release
both breath and waste, and
protect our internal and external
boundaries and help maintain
internal balance.
The skin is the third organ of
the metal element and the health
of the lung and large intestine
are said to ‘manifest’ in the skin.
Observation in the color, sheen
and luster of the skin is a tool
used diagnostically in Chinese
medicine to reveal the health of
the lungs and large intestine.
Many of the same qualities
apply to the skin. It releases
excessive fluid in sweat, which
also assists the lymphatic system
in excreting stored toxins. In the
summer, we are supposed to sweat
to remove internal dampness. Airconditioned living in the summer
is just one of the reasons modern
living makes us more prone to
those seasonal illnesses.
Getting yourself back in
alignment with the seasons is
pretty simple. In the early fall,
start with the breath. Moving
the body, or exercising, can take

many forms. As long as you are
receiving fresh oxygen to your
lungs, you are vitalizing your
blood, better absorbing minerals.
Your
immune
system
will get a boost as your lungs
and bronchial airways clear
out old bacteria. Another way
to improve the metal energy in
your body is through creating
healthy boundaries in your daily
life. This can mean avoiding the
intake of unnecessary impurities,
be it of the heart, body or mind.
Remember that emotional states
can be a signal that your body is
out of balance and respond to the
message to find balance.
You can also strengthen
metal energy by incorporating
foods and flavors of the season.
The acrid flavor associated with
fall is found in garlic, onions,
radishes, leeks and ginger. Acrid
works to disperse the lung energy
outward, helping to fight off colds
and flus. Seasonal fruits apple and
pear steamed, stewed or baked
and served with ingredients such
as ghee, cinnamon and honey are
good for moistening the lungs
and large intestines.
Many of these foods
are white, white is the color
associated with metal and it’s said
that wearing white can accentuate
internal feelings of self-worth.
Acupuncture and Chinese
Medicine offer many solutions to
help balance the elements in your
body, be it through boosting your
immune system, in getting your
digestive health realigned or in
processing on-going grief. Fall is
the time to look inward.
Kevi Keenom, LAc, MAcOM,
2505 SE 11th Ave, Suite 268.
wildfirefamilyclinic.com.
503.922.2414

Skin and Laser Clinic

3751 NE MLK Jr. Blvd.
503-297-0782

Services include but are not limited to:
LASER HAIR REMOVAL
ACNE TREATMENT

WRINKLE REDUCTION
BODY CONTOURING

CHEMICAL PEELS
SKIN REJUVENATION
TATTOO REMOVAL
SPIDER VEINS

eosskinandlaserclinic.com
info@eosskinandlaserclinic.com
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Neighborhood Notes

from page 5

Mt. Tabor

By Laura Smith
The restoration work at Reservoir 1 in Mt. Tabor Park is almost complete, and the basin should be
ready to fill with water in November. The Mt. Tabor Neighborhood Association (MTNA) would like to
invite the community to witness the refilling the day it happens. More information will be announced soon.
The neighborhood and Mt. Tabor Park are great places for pedestrians to stroll. Here are resources that
may be helpful when you plan your next outing on foot.
Portland’s new city-wide pedestrian plan is called PedPDX. Find it here: bit.ly/2lvMSY7
Portland Bureau of Transportation’s online reporting tool for reporting infrastructure issues like missing stop signs, needed crosswalks, etc. can be found here: bit.ly/2ms5RDi
Ten Toes Express guided walks are free, open to all, and offered from May through September each
year. Find out more here: bit.ly/2lwka9w
The StepTember events calendar lists a month of walking events. Find it here: steptemberpdx.org
The visitor information center at TravelPortland.com offers several articles on the “best places to walk
in Portland.” Follow this link: bit.ly/2mruQ9Q
The City of Portland’s internationally famous, forty-plus-year-old neighborhood association system
is facing challenges to its existence with changes proposed by the Office of Community and Civic Life
(OCCL).
MTNA advises everyone to call the Mayor’s office and the Commissioners’ offices to advocate that
proposed Code Change 3.96 be sent back to OCCL for revision and that the District Coalition offices be
funded and supported.
Read more about the code change on MTNA’s website: mttaborpdx.org/code. Show your support for
keeping our Neighborhood Association open by attending the City Council meeting on November 14 when
the Code Change is scheduled for a vote.

Richmond

By Peter Forrest
Richmond Neighborhood Association (richmondpdx.org) held its monthly meeting September 9, at
Waverly Heights Church, 33rd/Woodward St. Meetings are held in the basement; enter from the east-side
door. All are welcome.
The meeting included an Ice Cream Social with Salt & Straw and was well attended. Store manager
Megan served Mushroom Ice Cream, which was delicious (tastes like Butter Pecan – really).People expressed appreciation for their ongoing efforts picking up litter and addressing issues that come with being
so popular. The RNA is currently working with them and the new building owners to update a 2015 Good
Neighbor Agreement.
Rob Nosse, Oregon House Representative District 42, gave an overview of the past legislative session
and answered questions. They passed sweeping reforms in Education Funding, Health Care, Housing &
Paid Family Leave.
Accomplishments included statewide rent ceiling, additional funding for the Oregon Health Plan, referral to voters of a tobacco tax, drivers’ cards for undocumented people, and paid family leave which starts
in 2030. There were “Ups & Downs along the way.”
The Climate bill was killed after Republican lawmakers fled the state to avoid a vote. A bill to limit a
women’s choice and another to require sanctuary cities to assist ICE as well as others were defeated. People
voiced their appreciation of Rob’s time with us and representing our district.
Teri Poppin, Civic Life, talked about the “Crime Prevention” program being rebranded as “Community Safety.” The brochure she handed out describes “a model that embraces an inclusive and collaborative
vision of safety where neighbors work with each other and City staff to better address a range of public
safety issues.”
She explained that the Neighborhood Watch was eliminated and replaced with “Neighbors Together”
which will help “Activate Neighbors Together,” but Civic Life wanted to take out the word “neighborhood.”
Unfortunately, Community Safety has lost a lot of staff, and with the program changes not fully developed, she had difficulty explaining how these rebranded programs will operate and what specifically they
will do. Teri will be retiring this November and Sarah Berkemeier (sarah.berkemeier@portlandoregon.gov)
will take over for her. We wish Teri well and thank her for work with the neighborhood.
The Board and people in attendance discussed ways to increase outreach and participation. Ideas included: create an Outreach Committee, RNA meeting information in stores, a street kiosk, and A-frame sign
outside Waverly Church, a one-page flyer at businesses, a Greeter to welcome people, sending agendas to
apartment building managers, an RNA Welcome signage at Division S-curve at 42nd or 43rd, offer childcare, and partner with an outer-east neighborhood association.
Come to our next meeting October 14 and offer your ideas and any community projects you want to
organize.

South Tabor

By Tina Kimmey
Thanks to everyone that joined us in mixed weather conditions for the 10th Annual Harvest Festival on
the 2nd Sunday in September. We enjoyed crafts, corn, cider, music and community fellowship once again.
Thanks to all the guests, volunteers, numerous sponsors, and Trinity Fellowship for helping make this years
celebration a success.
The Land Use Committee meeting on Tuesday, October 15
will host a representative from the Portland Bureau of Transportation
(PBOT) and will be focused on a plan for SE Woodward between 61st
and 62nd.
The pinch point along this Greenway is a safety hazard for all using it but especially for bikes and pedestrians. There are no sidewalks
in this stretch, so pedestrians walk on the road.
PBOT completed a traffic survey and found that the number of
vehicles using the street during high volume times exceeds the limit
for a neighborhood greenway and they’re examining traffic calming
options. If you live in and around this area, join us at the next meeting
where you can learn about some of these measures and find out how
they might affect your street.
September’s Land Use Committee meeting had a presentation
regarding the proposed building of new housing behind St. Mark’s
Church. Working with Do Good Multnomah this affordable housing
project is to home veterans with planned completion in spring 2021.
For more information go to DoGoodMultnomah.org.
As always, we invite neighbors and interested parties to our
monthly meetings; Land Use next meets October 15, 7-8:30 pm, and
the next General meeting will be October 17, 7-8:30 pm. Join us as we
meet in the Trinity Fellowship building, 2700 SE 67th Ave. Enter on
the east from the rear parking lot. For more information go to southtabor.org or send questions to info@southtabor.org.

Pruning & Shaping
Removal/Stump Grinding
Aborist Reports
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE!
Tom Burke, owner, has 35 years of fast
dependable and professional service.

503.771.4061

treemastersestimates@gmail.com
treemastertreeservice.com
Licensed • Bonded • Insured • CCB#159995

6040 SE Belmont Street
Portland, Oregon 97215

ph 503-231-7166
fax 503-230-9858
marquiscompanies.com

Post Acute Rehab
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Walking the talk of Christian charity
By Nancy Tannler
At a poignant farewell dinner last month, Pat Schweibert
addressed some of the hundreds
of people she has served over the
past thirty-eight years. These people are the unhoused – to many,
the untouchables – but to Pat, “I
see you as the lovables.”
Schweibert is one of those
behind-the scenes people who are
making a difference in this world.
It began in 1981 when Portland was in a deep recession and
the “new poor” were starting to
emerge from the once middle
class.
The Lincoln Street United

Methodist Church tried to reach
out to these neighbors by serving a weekly Hard Times Supper,
but they never came, instead the
houseless did.
It wasn’t long before their
numbers grew and there wasn’t
room to serve everyone. Sunnyside United Methodist Church
stepped up and offered the use of
their basement and kitchen. This
space became known as the Sunnyside Community House.
“Our aim was to create
relationships, not to be institutional,” said Schweibert, who has
been cooking meals here since
they began the program.
They provided a weekly
meal with most of the food pro-

vided by the Oregon Food Bank
and through donations.
Another essential of the
Sunnyside Community House
was that it provided a place for
people to shower and wash their
clothing.
Schweibert spoke of how
important it is for people without
these facilities to have someplace
to get clean. This service was offered free of charge.
Her compassion for both
the housed and unhoused was evidenced in how she spoke to the
crowd of admirers – from both
walks of life.
One compelling thought she
expressed in her parting words
was for people to imagine how
hard it would be to get ahead if
you didn’t have a good place to
sleep, to keep your belongings
safe and dry, a place to eat regular
meals, a place to bathe and have
a toilet. The unhoused are robbed
of all privacy.
Schweibert explained that
the perception about people living on the streets is what needs
changing. “It is hard to remember
that this person was once some
one’s child, and they don’t want
to live this way.”
Her best advice is to be respectful, look a person in the eye,
listen to their story, talk less and
try to put yourself in their place.
The Sunnyside Community
House was open Tuesdays and
Thursdays, and Saturdays, 1-4
pm and Wednesdays 1-7 pm with
a community dinner. Anywhere
from ten to twenty volunteers
from neighborhood and local
churches participated too. “They
wanted to be part of the solution.”
John Mayer, codirector for
the past two years, has been an

Pat Schweibert

integral part of the scene. If he
or Pat were at the Community
House working (no matter what
time), they would open the doors
for anyone to have a bowl of cereal or a cup of coffee or to take
a shower.
He reassured people that his
new position as director of Beaconpdx.com (an outreach program for the houseless), will keep
this community together until
they can find another space.
There are rumors as to why
Sunnyside United Methodist
Church decided to close the Community House, but Schweibert
just said they were asked to leave.
As this story is being writ-

ten it is a rainy day and in speaking with her, she is already concerned about her “peeps” fate.
“Who will watch out for
them, who will take them in out
of the cold?”
They are hoping to find a
place before it becomes cold.

bors reacted by calling the $175
million price tag of the rapid
transit project, “a waste.” They
are concerned that routes they
claim were specifically designed
with battery-powered buses in
mind, could add time to daily
commutes.
Trimet says it will no longer
purchase diesel equipment after
2024. It plans to transition to all
electric buses by 2040 when the
current fleet’s lifespan ends.

Policy
Director
Everett Wild says the office is still
“squarely” in the research phase
as it examines the legal ramifications of regulating blowers.
The issue is moving slowly
to avoid unintended consequences that might make it harder, or
costlier, for landscapers and low
wage workers to do their jobs.
One approach might be
to phase in alternatives such as
electric powered tools. Wild says
Portland’s Parks might be a likely
place to start a pilot.

Anyone who wants to help
or needs help can contact: John
Mayer 503.382.9607; johnemayer@gmail.com or Pat Schwiebert
503 706 6583; pat@tearsoup.
com or go to beaconpdx.com
Checks can be made out
to Metanoia Peace Community
UMC and mailed to 2116 NE 18th
Ave Portland, OR 97212.

SE Updates
from cover

Chloe’s Challenger
In the midst of hubbub over
Commissioner Chloe Eudaly’s
threatening conduct toward colleagues, Mingus Mapps, who
formerly worked in the Office of
Civic and Community Life that
Eudaly manages, has declared he
will run against her for the office
in 2020.
He pledged a different type
of government – one that will
“listen and examine assumptions
when challenged”, according to
an interview in Willamette Week.
Mapps indicated he is critical of rent control policies but
supportive of Infill development,
particularly on Portland’s fringes
where development of services,
infrastructure and town centers
are needed.
He has advocated for homeless shelters and believes working with neighborhoods on issues
is important. He says NAs are not
the enemy but rather, should be
considered part of City solutions.
Electric or Bust Buses
You can’t buy what doesn’t
exist. That’s according to upset
neighbors near Division who say
Trimet should have known electric buses were not yet available
for the proposed Division Rapid
Transit project.
Trimet recently purchased
thirty-five diesel buses. Neigh-

Blowin’ in the Wind update
A sure sound of fall is the
drone of gas-powered blowers
against fallen leaves.
According to environmental activist Albert Kaufman,
those blowers are not just noisy,
they are toxic.
They cause cancer, hearing
loss and hypertension and contribute to the build-up of greenhouse gases.
In his tree-friendly, environmental newsletter The Eleven,
urban farmer, tree planter/hugger/musician, Kaufman addresses these and other issues associated with gas blowers “hurricane
force” winds.
Last year he helped launch
a petition to ban gas blowers.
After receiving hundreds of signatures, it caught the attention
of Portland Commissioner Nick
Fritz’ office which is looking at
how communities in Washington
and California address the issue.

Electric Bus or Bust
You can’t buy what doesn’t
exist. That’s the dilemma faced by
Trimet when, instead of purchasing an electric fleet for the Division Rapid Transit Line as recommended, it bought 31 articulated
diesel buses. Neighbors reacted
by calling the $175 million price
tag of the rapid transit project, “a
waste”. They claim that the routes
designed for the buses could add
time to daily commutes.
Trimet says it will no longer
purchase diesel equipment after
2024. It plans to transition to all
electric buses by 2040 when the
current fleet’s lifespan ends. Trimet says it is putting pressure on
manufacturers to improve and
provide electric bus technology
that is more affordable. The timelines seem “so close and yet so far
away,” according to a spokesperson.

One Hundred Seventy Five Volunteers Cleaned Up
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zens that these drains flow
directly into the river. An astounding 3,000 pounds of litter
was collected by one hundred
and seventy five volunteers during this project.
Volunteers turned out
in Salem at Wallace Marine
Park for a litter cleanup. In total, more than seventy volunteers picked up over five hundred pounds of litter before it
could pollute the Willamette
River.
Cleaning up near inland
waterways, especially developed areas, is an important, but
often overlooked step in combatting the marine debris crisis.
“We are grateful for
the thousands of Oregonians
who participated in this year’s
SOLVE Beach & Riverside
Cleanup,” said Oregon Lottery
Director Barry Pack.
“A huge thank you to
everyone who volunteered at
one of the over-one hundred
SOLVE project sites across Oregon. You played a key role in

SOLVE volunteers clean up the Willamette River

helping make SOLVE’s Beach
& Riverside Cleanup successful.”
“It amazes me just how
many people come out to clean
up Oregon each year during
SOLVE’s Beach & Riverside
Cleanup. It makes me proud to
say I am an Oregonian, and to
belong to such a caring community,” said SOLVE’s CEO, Kris
Carico.
“If it weren’t for the vol-

unteers, project leaders, beach
captains, and sponsors who are
willing to step up and get the
work done, none of this progress would be possible.”
SOLVE is a statewide nonprofit organization that brings
Oregonians together to improve
the environment and build a legacy of stewardship. Visit solveoregon.org for more information.

Climate Action Day Rally
from cover

thirteen middle and high school
science and social studies books
showed that every one of them
misleads young people.
“We can’t look to multi-national companies to publish texts
that provide accurate information
about climate.”
Bigelow and SE Portland
teacher Tim Swinehart are coauthors of A People’s Curriculum
for the Earth. In a blog for the
education reform nonprofit Rethinking Schools, they write of
a school-based Green New Deal
that engages students in science,
inviting them to envision a society based on ecology and social

equity.  
As part of his work, Bigelow is fashioning curriculum to
not only address climate change,
but that of climate justice. He
says the poorest people are often
hit “first and worst” by global
warming.
Bigelow was instrumental
in the passage of a 2016 PPS resolution to develop tools and lesson plans as alternatives to what
he calls “awful textbooks.”
The resolution is considered
the most comprehensive climate
justice curriculum in the nation.
In May, PPS designated funds for
a full-time climate justice position.

Asked if he is optimistic
about the planet’s future, he says,
“I’m a grandfather. It’s my job to
be hopeful.”
Back at the rally, a middlegrader added a student spin (that
brought this reporter to tears):
“The planet is still beautiful and
worth saving for my future.”
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Sustainable Office Building
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ground-floor retail and restaurant
space along an active multi-modal thoroughfare. Glue-laminated
columns and beams, and crosslaminated timber floors, are fully
visible throughout the interior – a
nod to the timber-heavy industrial
past of the neighborhood.
Double-height spaces lend
volume and circulation to the interior, and allow tenants to create
more intimate office layouts than
a typical single-floor plan.
The Office features large
clear spans, open floor plates,
and flexible office floor plans that
can be reconfigured in numerous
ways over time. The architecture
and design will incorporate exposed beams, and large sun-filled
windows.
“This is where the construction industry needs to go,” said
Leonard Barrett, project manager,
Beam Development. “The building is an excellent example of
biophilia, a concept that links the
way people, work, live and operate within the built environment,
nature and the natural environment.”
Barrett explained that these
types of buildings are more common in Europe, and that here in

the US, many buildings still utilize massive amounts of steel and
concrete which are not as sustainable as wood. Ironic, since the Pacific Northwest’s timber industry
is well-established.
The 90,000+ square foot
building has been leased to two
companies, including Hacker Architects, who designed the building and Spaces, a co-working
operator. Both have substantial
footprints in the building.
Hacker Design was charged
with creating a dynamic and
forward-thinking creative office
building to provide flexibility,
openness, and adaptability, while
taking advantage of city views
and connection to the active urban environment.
One of Beam’s goals was
to attract creative types who
gravitate towards these types of
buildings. Beam’s partner on the
project is Urban Development
Partners.
The building was originally home to Portland Music.
Plans call for the development of
ground floor retail stores, to serve
as amenities for the building’s
tenants.
Opening is scheduled for
January 2020.

Star t your dream here: (503) 251-9900
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Homes Now Available in Your Neighborhood

Community Events Bulletin
VegFest
Oregon Convention Center
Saturday, Oct. 5 - Sunday, Oct. 6

$980,000
3908 SE Taggart St.
4 BD, 2.5 BA
1892 Victorian 3455 Total Sq. Ft.
1 BD, 1 BA
1905 Guest House 1,100 Total Sq. Ft.

4516 SE Ogden St.
2003 Townhouse
1410 Total Sq. Ft..

$340,000
3 BD, 2.1 BA

Portland VegFest is a 2-day event celebrating
plant-based living, with free food samples,
health and nutrition speakers, chef demonstrations, Fashion & Beauty Stage presentations, Fitness Stage workouts, restaurants,
films, and activities for kids and teens. There’s
something for everyone! nwveg.org

SOLD

Portland Nursery Annual
Apple Tasting Event
5050 SE Stark
Friday, Oct. 11 - Sunday, Oct. 20

1633 SE 50th Ave.
1911 Bungalow
2826 Total Sq. Ft.

$599,900
3 BD, 2 BA

SOLD

2322 SE 59th Ave.
1931 English
2328 Total Sq. Ft.

SOLD
3 BD, 2.1 BA

SOLD

About the time the leaves begin to change
color, it’s time to celebrate the abundance of
apples and pears. The Portland Nursery is
always well supplied with a large variety of
apples and pears to taste and purchase by the
pound: as many as 60 different varieties in all.
Tasting lines, as well as a fresh-pressed cider
demonstration and tasting, will be open during
all six days of this free event.

“Howloween” at the Portland Zoo
Saturday, Oct. 19 - Sunday, Oct. 20

3625 SE Yamhill St.
1905 Old Portland
3692 total Sq. Ft.

SOLD
4 BD, 3.1 BA

3723 NE Cesar E. Chavez Blvd.
1927 Traditional
2754 Total Sq. Ft.

$SOLD
3 BD, 2.1 BA

The zoo provides a fun and safe setting for this
Halloween tradition, where costumed trick-ortreaters learn about wildlife in a fun scavenger
hunt throughout the zoo. In keeping with the
zoo’s mission, “Howloween” aims to be educational as well as fun. Scavenger hunts and
activities are themed to teach kids about animals around the world, and their habitats and
adaptations.

